Fade to black.
What is happening in this scenario?
The students appear to be uninvolved and uninspired. They seem to be passing time until they are released from this class to go on to the next, whether at the high school or college level. They are waiting. Waiting for their Godot. Waiting for Godot is the groundbreaking, controversial play by Samuel Beckett in which no action occurs except for the characters passing time while waiting for Godot, of whom they know nothing about. The focus of the play centers around the question of what happens to people while they wait for someone or something.
In this play, two tramps, Estragon (Gogo) and Vladimir (Didi) wait for Godot on a desolate road with only a rock and a leafless tree. Tired, hungry, and bored, they wait. They talk continuously but about nothing. Repeatedly the play stops and then starts again as the waiting resumes. What are they doing? Waiting. For whom? Godot. Godot doesn't come. They talk gibberish for hours on end with punctuated remarks as "What are we waiting for?" and "Nothing is happening."
Students spend an enormous amount of time in classes waiting. Waiting for what? Many times they wait for the end of the class. Many times they wait for the instructor to give them the answer. Many times they wait for lunch. In essence, we see the students as Vladimir and Estragon passing time while they wait for their Godot. Vladimir speaks to the mundane routine when he says "I get used to the muck as I go along. … The essential doesn't change." Estragon replies with "Nothing to be done (Beckett, 1954, p. 14B) .
We see Godot representing knowledge-the pinnacle of education. Some biology students would rather pass the time in short chatty dialogue, texting, or sleeping than earnestly thinking for themselves in times of academic challenge. The students just want the answer. "Just tell us what we need to know for the exam," is often their message. In the following passage from Godot, the struggle between Gogo and Didi is evident in trying to understand the meaning of the question. 
